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This summer has been one of the busiest  for 
some time for the committee and supporting 
members .  Never before have we had so many 
shows to attend!  Overall the shows have been 
good for the Association, giving us plenty of 
exposure to the public,  Financially,  the results 
have been mixed as some of the newer venues 
have yet to get up to speed, but overall, we are 
pleased with our endeavours, and particularly with 
the solid support  from our members. Regrettably, 
I was not able to attend the summer shows, and 
so am not able to give first hand reports on them 
in this Newsletter. 

At about this tme of year, we begin to think about 
the coming AGM.    I can give you advance notice 
that there will be at least one vacancy to be filled 
on the Committee, possibly  more, so I am asking 
members to give serious thought to offering their 
services. New blood in a committee is particularly 
valuable to the Association as it brings fresh ideas 
and stops us gettng into a rut!

Alan

Dates for your Diary 

8th October.    Les Thorne

10th to 15th November.    Cow Byre Exhibition

13th November.    AGM  “Plus”

15th and 16th November.  Show at Gerrards Cross

11th December.    Christmas Party



May Meeting with Carlyn Lindsay 
Your scribe was not able to attend this meeting, but it is reported that Carlyn 
Lindsay provided an interesting and different slant on turning. She uses laminated  
blocks as her raw material, and showed how she went about their preparation. The 
turning of a finial using one of her prepared blocks followed, and throughout her 
demonstration there was plenty of discussion and questions about what she was 
showing us.  This demonstration was somewhat different from our usual fare.  It 
was very interesting, and it was obvious that much thought and care had gone into 
tis preparation. 

Hands On with the Girl Guides
The Association had been asked by the Stanmore Branch of the Girl Guides to 
provide on a Hands On evening, to give the Guides some experience of wood 
turning. Needless to say, we jumped at the chance to involve young people.  
Accordingly, Two lathe were organised, and a supply of blanks for making garden 
dibbers laid on, with Tony Champion, Ralph Pooley, and Peter Leach to oversee 
the event.

About 40 guides were present, all of whom wanted to have a go.  A variety of 
dibbers resulted, but all the girls had something to show for their first attempt at 
wood turning. It was a very successful evening, and all those involved must have 
been pleased with their efforts.  There had been no mention of an fee for the 
evening, so we were very pleased to accept a donation of £50 to the club charity 
from the Guide Leader.

Chestnut Products at the June Meeting
A visit by Chestnut Products is a regular 
event, and we were pleased to welcome 
Terry who had come to demonstrate and 
promote 
Chestnut 
materials for 
finishing wood, 
especially 
turned objects.  
Terry came 
with his own 
lathe and a full 
range of 
Chestnut 
materials. 
Using prepared 
blanks, he dealt 

first with the essential work needed 
prior to applying the chosen finishing 
materials.  meticulous care in sanding 
was the key to a flawless finish.  The 
slightest scratch will be magnified by 
the finish - the better the shine, the 
mote prominent will be the scratches!  
It follows that different finishes will 
need different preparation. Terry plays 
safe, and works through the grades of 
abrasives down to 400 or 600 grit, 
and  removes all traces of dust and grit 
between grades with a ‘tack cloth’.  
Some people use a blast of compressed 
air to do the same, a Chestnut tack 
cloth is much cheaper that a 
compressor!                                     /contd..
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Chestnut Products contd.

Terry went on to demonstrate in turn the 
range of Chestnut finishes for bare wood, 
and the showed the use of ebony lacquer 
and liming wax on open grained timbers. 

He also demonstrated the use of metal 
loaded waxes to produce stunning effects 
on suitable timbers. Micro crystalline wax 
sparingly applied as a top coat produces a 
brilliant shine, which is very resistant to 
moisture and to handling, with the added 
advantage that it may readily be renewed 
if damaged or worn.  
Micro crystalline wax is also an excellent 
preservative for polished metal, and is 
much used for this purpose in the 
museum world.   

Finally, Terry demonstrated the Chestnut 

buffing system, using rotary buffs to 
produce, in three stages, a very 
superior deep gloss on turned objects 
in fine grained timbers.  Terry 
stressed the importance of avoiding 
contamination of the surfaces of the 
three buffs, and also of the surfaces 
of the compounds and wax sticks 
used in the process.  Everything 
should be kept wrapped when not in 

use.

This was a well received presentation, 
and the excellent Chestnut products 
were for sale during the coffee break, 
and after the meeting.           
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August Workshop Evening
For this evening,because of considerable interest at the last workshop evening, it 
was decided to continue  practice on hollow form turning, using specialist tools.  
Two other lathes were set up, one for lace bobbin making, and the other for 
making spinning tops.   Eddie Morgan looked after the lace bobbins, Ralph Pooley 
the hollow forms, and Peter Leach took on the spinning tops.  In addition, the ever 
popular tool sharpening was provided by Tony Champion. All three lathes were 
busy for much of the evening, and as usual tool sharpening was taken advantage 
of by a number of members who have yet to master the art themselves.

Oddments
In addition to our scheduled events, MWA gets requests for our support of local, 
usually charity, functions. One such was the Eastcote Picnic, which was supported 
by Peter Leach and Ralph Pooley, though as it was a dull rainy day and sales were 
low.    Another is Amersham Heritage Day on 7th September. This will be attended 
by Ben Dick, with Tony Champion helping with the set up.  These minor events 
don’t show in our main calendar of events, but they are still important ways in 
which MWA becomes known in the community. We are grateful for the the time 
and effort put in by those who take part in them. 
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An Evening with Phil Jones
Phil Jones RPT is a professional turner who earns his living by his 
skill. He offers lectures and lessons as well as commercial turning.  
Phil is a consummate turner, and gave a demonstration filled with 
detail and information for others to profit by.  He demonstrated a 
shaped stem inserted into a circular base, The finished product could 
be used for a table lamp, candlestick, or with a suitable top, a plant 
stand.  He began with the base. this was a simple shape, turned on a 
screw chuck, mainly using a bowl gouge.  Phil kept a running 
commentary on what he was doing, and gave much good advice 
about tool usage.  It was as much a lesson as a it was a 
demonstration.  It was notable that he achieved a finish straight from 
the tool that needed hardly any sanding.  The secret was, of course, 
extremely sharp tools, and years of practice. 

The spindle blank was first rounded with a roughing gouge, then 
shaping began , using a spindle gouge.  It was interesting to note that 
Phil’s gouge was sharpened to 
a much finer angle than most people use. resulting in an extremely 
sharp cutting edge.  In passing, Phil demonstrated the use of a round 

skew chisel to form beads. The round skew is possibly the ideal tool for such work, and has 
displaced the traditional skew for most such work. Every turner should have one, though the 
conventional skew still has its place for planing cuts. After marking where he wanted the beads,
 Phil turned them first, then brought the body of the spindle to a graceful shape with a spigot ready 
for inserting into a base.  He handed round the piece for our inspection, and it must be said that iis 
finish straight from the tool was as good as some people get after they have finished sanding!

This was a truly polished and professional demonstration, with masses of information accompanying 
the actual turning, and every opportunity for members to ask questions as he worked.   (The Editor 
regrets that on this occasion he was not able to produce good photographs to illustrate this account.)

Gallery
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